
Lessons Learned Lake Operations 2015 

 

 

 

 

1. CO Water is deeply involved in political, legal and engineering issues. With experienced 

Legal and Engineering consult and representation we are in an educated position of 

strength when in official talks and negotiations. CO Water is politics and without 

professional help we are lost. THIS IS NOT A ONE TIME “USE-THEM-AND-DUMP-

THEM’, it is a matter of building a long term relationship…for as long as we want water 

from the West Tennessee Creek. Establishing our working relationship with FMC & 

TZA, although imperfect at times, is the number one accomplishment of 2015. Do we use 

Mr. Farrington and then dump him? 

2. The June 8th call from the Deputy Water Commissioner Hanks authorized the release of 

the decreed 2.98 H2 and 2.81 H1 1926 decreed water. This is NOT “free” water, it is 

court authorized water that has come into priority and is water owned by the owner of the 

ditch. The agility and capability to comply with the SEO request to install the input 

Parshall (iPar) flume, our installation of an authorized and approved  

fiberglass/plywood of the exit Parshall (ePar) flume. To answer the question: “How much 

water do we need?” by answering the question: “How much water are we using?” 

3. Legal maintenance & adjustment of H2 (H1) cross-board to raise head-height 

4. F1-F2 A & B:  B is 1-2 inches lower 

5. July 6 meeting at Irv Tracy’s with Sutton & Hanks, Sutton iPar ePar approval 

6. “Ditches clean themselves” method GOOD for some sparse pine needles 

7. July 2 Site visit by Dea Monson, detail ditch inspection vital, (natural?) 

8. July 2, Dea Monson approve dimensions of new fiberglass Parshall (for exit) 

9. July 6, Sutton Hanks approve installation new fiberglass Parshall (ePar) 

10. How to officially use our TLR&CC 4.1 AF shares 

11. Clear sticks and branched from B5 old spillway 

12. August 6: SEO closes gates, pre-1949 out of priority 

13. Movement of B5 exit away from Deer Crossing Rd. 

14. H1 Berm collapse June 11 

 i. Damage to roads  

 ii. 80 cubic yds silt & debris to Big Lake 

 iii. Damage to H1 Ditch 

 iv. relief ditch in middle of earthen berm did not work 

 v. began 8am, final collapse 1pm 

 vi. all future H1 work shall be engineered  

15. Use NOAA Evap tables 



16. PAYMENT: Fill v. Filled-Evap 

17. Max Spring level essential, get to evap situation ASAP 

18. Lake Decay analysis, Lake Staff gauges 

A. Baseline Lake level data collected 

B. Staff placement, increment type 

C. Photo method of documentation and accuracy improvement 

D. Cascade timing sequence 

E. SEO approval of method 

19. Exchange Request SOP and distribution lists for various water sources 

20. Lake maintenance requires: 

A. Cleaning of Headgate entry of mud & debris, water runs downhill 

 B. Vegetation Control, affect on water flow 

 C. Chick-a-dee downspout PACING factor 

 D. Chick-a-dee downspout down-block AND perimeter block 

 E. Cleaning algae from Parshall flumes, scotch-brite sponge weekly 

 F. Sand-bagging the Ritacco bend berm, de-vegetate, deepen 

 G. Board on the MI-B1 interface, raise local head height at SL spillway, legal  

 H. Water underground flow across MI-B1, Lotus Lon (& Xcel notice) 

 J. Overflow B2-B3  reported? Lesson? 

 K. Establish Parshall flow & Lake level metrics, now can measure 

 L. Need written agreements BEFORE operation of ditches 

 M. West Tenn Creek metric, CBWC 5 cfs min. @ Sylvan WTC 

 N. Usefulness of sand bags; H1 spillway, B5 berm, H2 headgate, ditches 

 O. Conduits old v. new in Spring Lake Berm 

 P. Operational function of Headgate side exit-dump 

 Q. B3 non-spillway probable cause faster decay (same soils as others) 

 

 

 

 

  



A key tables we learned: 
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PFsg CFS AF/Day 

 
0.1 0.1 0.183607 

 
0.2 0.3 0.52317 

 
0.3 0.5 0.965286 

 
0.4 0.8 1.490719 

 
0.5 1.1 2.088304 

 
0.6 1.4 2.750487 

 
0.7 1.8 3.471708 

 
0.8 2.1 4.247655 

 
0.9 2.6 5.07485 

 
1 3 5.950413 

 

    

     


